PEER EDITING SHEET #6  UNIT 6, Activity 10, p. 108

Writer: _______________________________  Date: __________________
Peer editor: __________________________

1. What is the general topic of the paragraph? ______________________________________

2. Write the topic sentence here. ___________________________________________________

3. Is the topic sentence a definition?  yes  no  (Circle one.)

Can you suggest any improvements for the topic sentence?
_____________________________________________________________________________

4. Is the paragraph indented?  yes  no  (Circle one.)

5. Does the writer use quotation marks? If so, are they used correctly?

6. Check for these errors. Circle any you find on the paper. Write the letters in parentheses above the circled word(s).
   sentence fragments (SF)  subject-verb agreement (S-V)
   comma splices (CS)  possessive pronoun reference (PR)
   capitalization (C)  end punctuation (EP)
   articles (A)

7. Write one sentence from the paragraph that has an adjective clause. Is the clause correct?
_____________________________________________________________________________
8. Do you see any short, choppy sentences that could be combined for sentence variety? If so, write them and a suggested combination here.


9. Did you have any trouble understanding this paragraph? yes no (Circle one.)
   If yes, tell where and why.


10. What questions do you have about the content? What other information should be in this paragraph?


